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Title word cross-reference

\((\bar{X}, s)\) [ECK04]. \((\bar{X}, v)\) [ECK04]. \((p, q)\) [IMR17]. 1, 2, 3 [SMDS11]. 2 [EN11, GKSU15, Grö14]. \(2^k\) [Law08]. \(2^{k-p}\) [Law08]. 2 \(\times 2\) [ILS11]. 3 [AMMRP14, GGK10, LPLPD14]. 4 [HWY18]. \$69.99 [Pos15]. \(\alpha\) [LPLPD14, dVSWAL17]. \(F\) [Ram00]. \(K\) [KSBZ16, PG15, HFKB12, Lei10, MAK06]. \(n\) [HMR\(^+\)13]. \(p\) [MF15, ZD17]. \(Q\) [JWHS16]. \(T\) [Pat00, AHvD09, LM13, MP99, Som98, Som01].


//dsarkar.fhcrc.org/lattice/  [Gro08].  
//global.oup.com/academic/product/9780199660346 [How15a].
Alternative [Kam08]. amei [MJGM10]. Amelia [HKB11]. American [GR17b]. amsrpm [KSS+07]. anacor [dLM09c]. Analogue [Sim07, Sim07]. Analyses [CCD09, Dha10, Hil08, Pen08b, Vic10, Wil09]. Analysing [KWE+17]. Analysis [Ach09, ASBMB17, Arn19, BM07, BL14, Ban99, BP12, Bea17, Bec18, BFC02, BBG12, BK17, BER+16, BGRR15, BM96, BM97b, BPGC14, BDdM11, BPB09, Bos11, BD18, Bow10, Boy05, Bur12, But08b, Can04a, CFHBB11, CKY14, CFSR15, CSY15, CRW05, CG10, CO16, CL13, DN99, Du007, DHF15, EE07, EL09, Eva11, FBdlF12, Fel12, Fer11, FDGD16, iM16, FF14, FC12, FM08, FKP17, FGEMI12, GP12, G1K6, GKD14, GKSU15, Gom15, GCA12, GDMB08, GU07, GT10, GVM16, Grö10a, Grö15a, Grö18b, GV12, HD18, HHH+08b, HSL11, Han05, Har08, HN13, HP09, Hil17, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10a, Hla16b, HB17, How16b, HPK18, HSG12, HJS16, JM15, JD15, Jon07, JH16, Kav15, KK15, Kha17b, Kha18a, Kha18b, KE14, KS10, Kle16, KR09, Kro16, KT10, KKH10]. Analysis [Lal17, LCK11, LRGTA12, LCL+08, Law08, LJH08, Lei10, Len09a, LFF17, LZH17, LL11, LC10, LRN18b, dUJ13, LSvdVK09, Lor18, LV16, Lum98, Lum04, LCSC14, LWOW18, MF14, MdL10, MGG+04, Mat16a, MF15, MCAP19, MYK07, Meu13, MD18, MHH17, MIG12, MBK18, LMB+07, NG07, NO06, NGKB12, Num15, Ob14, OK14, PB15, PPGD15, PP18, RJH14, RS05, Riz06, RFKM12, RGM12, RG12, San06, San10a, SBL+10, SMM+15, Sch06, She11, SP10, Spa06, SLMV17, SGS+14, TV11, TMN16, TM05, TD07, TYH+14, TF09, ÜS10, VMO10a, Ver18, Vin17, WLH+18, WdV+11, WO97, WS11, WM14, WG10, Wie11, Wil14a, WEH11, Yec10, ZG11, Zei15, Zha14, ZQS19, Zha07, ZK12, dS11, dL05b, dLM09c, dWFP11, vdA07, vdA12, vdHyB16, VMY12, GR17a, Hel16b, Edd09a]. Analysis [Eks13, Ell09, Fri12, How16a, Mai09c, VM10, dL05a]. Analytics [Kil16, Lal16, Otn17, Rus15]. Analyze [EBO+13, GW18, MdUAC10]. AnalyzeFMRI [BDdM11]. Analyzing [BT05, BCHY09, BKLO5, CB17, DHM11, Eva14, GRMS11, GR16a, GRD13, Gos11, Grö14, KAK05, LX12, MMRP11, Mug10, OO11, RR11, SWAF15, SZ11, Sch16, SM07, dII17]. Anchoring [WKL11]. anchors [WKL11] and/or [KM16]. Anderson [MM04]. Andy [Hil15b]. Angoff [MF14]. Animal [MLAN02]. Animated [NL12]. Animating [BdMM08]. animation [Xie13]. Animations [Xie13]. ANOVA [DW17, Gu14, IM05]. Antagonism [BN10]. Anthropometric [Vin17]. Anthropometry [Vin17]. Antony [Zei15]. Any [BM12]. app2web [VFV13]. applet [WO97]. Application [BFRP13, HNCI18, KE10, MH07, SWAF15, WM18, WO15]. Applications [Cha16, GR16b, HR14, Hel16b, Jos05, Mü16, dREP12, SBL04, VFV13, dL05c, San09, Wic10]. Applied [Dry09, Sar09, Edd09b, JI13, Kha16a, Lor18, SL09, Zei16]. Apply [Wic11]. Approach [BV17, DKMT11, EN11, FGEMI12, Gou10, H107, Lal17, Mat16b, MCCCCV05, Mü17, RJH14, Sar09, SCS13, VS14, San10a, Fay18, Kuk09, Otn17]. Approaches [Len09a, PU13]. Approximate [Gra16]. Approximation


Circular [BFRP13, Ber09, FDGD16, OCRC14, Han15]. cirt [FEvdL07].

Clarify [TWK03]. Class [Brea17, HHvdWZ08, LHS08, LL11, MD18, PC11, Sho13, WM14].

Classes [KR10a, PLPL17, RK14]. Classical [Len09a, Sch06]. Classification [AGG13, AWBM18, Arc10, CC08, FT11, FR07, GSD12, GZP14, HNCI18, LIL+15, Lee18, Mai09a, MSCCV05, RBHB15, Whe14, ZWH17, ZD17].


Click [Dow16]. ClickClust [Mel16]. Clickstream [Sch16, Sch16].


CLUE [Hor05]. clues [CQZ+10]. Cluster [BPDD08, FGEMI12, GASA15, Gre17, Hof11, IoG10, KH08, MPI18, Hor05]. Cluster-Randomized [Gre17]. Cluster-Weighted [MPI18].

Cluster/Multicore [Hof11]. Clustered [HC05]. Clustering [AWBM18, AM14, BBG12, BIG17, BER+16, Bra15, CQZ+10, CJKS12, EC16, FM18, HD10, HBF17, HFKB12, JWHIS16, KK14, KSBZ16, LH12, MSCCV05, MCM12, Mel16, MV14, Mül13, ND12, Rec10a, SR18, SHR96, YEL18].


Code [Aiz12, AD15, AW16, BDMP15, BK11, BS18, Bel11a, CG15, Car13, Car15, Cas17, CS12, CO16, Cur10, DMB18, DP12, Dha10, Dry09, EC16, Esm14, FS12, FKP17, GF15, Gos14, GC18, Gre17, GVM16, HF18, Han05, Han06a, HW07, Han07a, Har15, HXY12, Hla16a, Hof11, Hoh18, Hug07, Jal19, Jur15, KM16, Kam08, Kla18, Kon13, LSC09, LW16, Lec14, LQC+12, LZ17, LG11, LRN18b, LV16, MF14, MB17, MHJS16, MTPPL15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, MHT07, NK06, NAA17, OC15, Pan09, Pan18, Papi16, Pav15, Pen08a, PKZ+12, Phi10, Rec10a, Rec10b, RPC15, RBB18, Ruf09, Sac17, SWAF15, SBMG06, SGS+14, TKM07, TR14, VSV09, VS14, VYD+12, VDT14, WWG09, WZ16, WM18, Wei12, WEH11, Wol15, XMW10, YS12, dSdSFC14, dSdSCLC18, Gro18c].

Coding [dl05b]. Coefficient [BR17]. Coefficient-Wise [BR17].


Combination [CGRvD15, YEL18]. Combinations [JMD08].


Commander [Dow16, Fox05b, FC12]. Comment [LZL+05]. Commerce [Chr11]. Common [DH05, LSM+19, Woo05]. Commonalities [Gow16].

Communicating [PPC15]. Community [GR17b]. Companion


Data [MBGK18, MNA+97, MH05, MSCCV05, MMRP11, MCM12, MD18, MP12, MdUÁC10, MN14, LMB+07, Mun14, Mur03, NGBK12, NL12, NOT08, NRD16, Nun15, OL17, PP17, Pav16, Peh12, Pen08a, PV14, PPC15, PU13, Riz10, Riz16, RGM12, San06, SGK03, SH14, Sar09, SP14, Sav16, SZ11, Sch16, She11, SCS13, SYC08, SvdLN17, Só09, Spa06, Su07, TDRD15, TKM15, TMKD17, The02, TD07, ÚS10, VM909a, VM10, Ver18, VS14, Vin17, VYD+12, VGDM+18, WGSL12, WKLI1, Wan13a, WdVW+11, WDM+11, WST11, Wic07, Wic10, WG10, Wic11, WCHB11, Wic14, Wol12, WZ17, Xu06, Yee10, YSH15, ZKJ08, Zei15, ZCI+16, ZQS16, BS11, dl05b, dSdSCLC18, How15a, Mai09c, Ach09, Arm19, But15, Dem18a, Grö17, Hi109a, How15a, Mai08, San10a, Wic08b].


eodist [GU07]. Ecological
[AB12, GU07, Han07b, ILS11, Kin04, KP07, PR07, Sö09]. Ecologists
[DD07]. Ecology [Chr09, KP07, Soc10, Hil10a]. Econometric [Zei04].
Econometrics [BP15, CM08, Edd09b, HR08, Ya10, ZK08]. Economic
Edge [HL07]. Edges [HD16]. Edition [CH11, Dem17, DN17, Edd09a, GR17a, GR17b, Han07b, ILS11, Kin04, KP07, PR07, Soe10, Hil10a]. Econometric [Zei04]. Econometrics [BP15, CM08, Edd09b, HR08, Ya10, ZK08]. Economic [JP13]. Economics [CN18, Hof15]. ecp [JM15]. ed [Hel18]. edcc [ZP13].

LW03, Lum96, RS08, SM07, Tou15, You10]. **Estimation** [AMYR16, AT13, AW16, ALV07, AMMRP14, AM14, Bduá18, BP15, CA17, CLL17, CGS09, Cul11, DHM11, DBZ+11, DR11, DSH16, Duo07, FDD12, FH10, Fot03, GFS14, GvdL12, HW16, HS18, Joh07, KL14, Kol16, KSP15, LCD18, LSDvL17, duU13, MMB15, MW12, MGH18, MLAN02, MMM12, Nag18, Nor17, OC15, PJSPC17, PLPL17, dREP12, RC17, RMG12, SBL+10, Sav16, SIR+11, SVMMP17, She08a, She10, Sho13, SvdLN17, TM15, TR14, VV16, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, WB08, Wol12, XM14]. **Estimator** [Pav15, SP05]. **Estimators** [ABS01, CSY15, Jur15, Mil17, Zei04, Zei06]. **ETAS** [Jal19]. **etasFLP** [CA17]. **etm** [ASB11]. **EUR** [Hof15]. **Evaluate** [BH07, BH08a, BH08b]. **Evaluating** [GG16, MTW03, MM04, Mar04, MIG12, Ngu07, SKZ05]. **Evaluation** [Car15, HSL11, Mey13, Som98, WEH11]. **Evaluations** [TKM17]. **Event** [GHR18, KMM+17, Riz10, Riz16, RSW15]. **Events** [KZ03, KMM+17, MMM12]. **EViews** [Cas17, Van11]. **evmix** [HS18]. **Evolution** [MAG+11, NsL16]. **Evolutionary** [GZP14]. **evtree** [GZP14]. **Exact** [BM12, Ca06, FS10a, IKP09, Kha03, MHT07, WH08, ZMG07]. **Exact-Like** [ZMG07]. **exactLoglinTest** [Ca06]. **Example** [Eva11, San10a]. **Example-Based** [San10a]. **Examples** [Fri06, Hel17, Grö17, Sar09]. **Exams** [GZ09, ZUL14]. **Excel** [Web16, But05, But09, Hla16a, Kla18, KR09, Web16]. **Excel©** [LS02b]. **Exclusion** [AT13]. **Excursion** [BL18]. **excursions** [BL18]. **Execution** [SR07a]. **Exercises** [Kha16c]. **Expansion** [MR18]. **Expansions** [LP13]. **Experimental** [Grö11, IM05, Kao09, SIRC16, Vig16]. **Experiments** [Aiz12, DHF15, FO15, FBF14, Grö10a, Grö18b, LW16, Len09a, MvB14, MHT07, NGBK12, RGD12, SBL04, TP11]. **Explained** [But15]. **explorase** [LCL+08]. **Exploration** [SD13, Vig16]. **Exploratory** [LRGTA12, LCL+08, SGS+14, Eva11]. **Explore** [HCW12]. **Exploring** [BW01, Cal07, CCH15, GLC+15, Gra15, NOT08, PPC15, WCHB11]. **Exponential** [CF14, HHH+08c, LCD18, MR05, MHH08, SL18]. **Exponential-Family** [HHB+08c, MHH08, SL18]. **Exposure** [JWHS16]. **Expression** [Boy05]. **Extend** [GDMB08]. **Extended** [GKZ12, LV16, MHH07, PLPL17, SHBZ14, ZC10]. **Extending** [FC12, HGH13, San07]. **Extensible** [HD10, HBF17, HWPG13]. **Extension** [YEL18]. **Extensions** [BGRR15, Chr09, FH09, GKSU15]. **Extensive** [KS14]. **extracat** [PU13]. **Extreme** [DGJ+18, GK16, Hla16b, HS18, McB06]. **ExtremeBounds** [Hla16b]. **extremefit** [DGJ+18]. **ExtRemes** [GK16]. **Eyes** [Coo97].

**F** [Hug07]. **F-to-z** [Hug07]. **Facilities** [Fir03]. **FactoMineR** [LJH08]. **Factor** [BP12, CFHBK11, DSH16, LS02a]. **Factorial** [FS13, FKP17, Grö14, Grö18b, NGBK12]. **Factorials** [LSC09]. **Factors** [EC06, MHD12]. **Failure** [CKY14, HXY12]. **Families** [NR16]. **Family** [ALV07, DP12, HHH+08c, MHH08, PG15, SL18]. **FAMT** [CFHBK11]. **Far** [RBB18]. **Fast** [BE13, Bell11a, HW16, LH12, MTW04, MÜL13, Pat00, PG15, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, WB08, Wol12, XM14].
GA [Scr13]. Gábor [Nun15]. gamboostLSS [HMS16]. Games [KS14].
GAMLSS [Bar18, HMS16, SR07b]. Gamma [MT98, XTL13]. Gap
[WDT+12, Zha07]. GAS [ABC19]. Gauss [Das06]. Gaussian
[TDRD13, BKT14, BER+16, BILLO7, BILL10, DB13, EC16, FS10b, Gra07,
GT10, Gra16, HD18, HL07, LHS08, MRC15, MV17, Pac07, PLZ+15, PT11,
SR18, SBMD14, TKM17, TDRD15]. GBP [Han15, Iac15, Nun15]. gKrig
[HD18]. gdistance [vE17]. geepack [HHY06]. GEEQBOX [RS08].
GemIdent [HKL09]. gems [BVE+15]. Gene [Boy05, Sab07]. General
[CL13, FK17, Gre17, Lei04, LHS08, MdL10, MGH18, PRS18, RK14,
She10]. General-Purpose [Kur14]. General-to-Specific [PRS18].
Generalised [Fox03, Lum96]. Generalization [Han10, YEL18].
Generalizations [AH12]. Generalized [AMYR16, ABC19, Arm19, AMW14,
BdMM15, CdM10, Can04a, Cha10, Dtn99, FHT10, GHR18, Had10, HHY06,
HC05, ICL16, KHI3, LFF17, LC10, McI16, MH09, ML11, Ram00, RS08,
Scl11, SHBZ14, SR07b, Su07, Tou15, VDT14, dSjDS14, GR18a, Mnt06].
Generalizing [PLRC10]. Generate [Ruf09]. Generating
[Cha16, Fuji17, KM16, LS02a, MT98, WDM+11, MT00]. Generation
[AD15, Cha03, Dry09, FS13, GZ09, HWPG13, MR12, MTW04, VYD+12,
YS12, ZUL14]. Generator [PSW07, SM12]. Generators
[Bre04, Vlg16, XTL13, PI05, SLF14]. Genetic
[Gra15, JFDB15, Jur15, MF15, MS11, Scrl3, TB17, Wol15, ZFZ10, Zha07].
Genetics [SL09]. Genotype [EC16]. Genotyping [SIR+11]. geoCount
[JD15]. Geographical [Jos05, Kav15, vE17]. Geographically [GLC+15].
Geospatial [PPC15]. Geostatistical [HD18, JD15, SYC08]. Geostatistics
[Bro15, Gum07]. GeoXp [LRGTA12]. GETS [PRS18]. Getting
[HBB08a]. GFD [FKP17]. ggm [Mar06a]. ggmcmc [iM16]. GGobi [VM09a]. ggplot2
[HH18, GR17a]. ggtern [HH18]. Gibbs [BTMB13, Ntz02, Wool16].
Gifi [dLM09a, vHvB16]. Gillespie [PK08]. GillespieSSA [PK08]. glmra
[DS15]. GLDEX [Su07]. GLIMMPSE [KMG+13]. GLMM [DP12, XM14].
gmulti [CdM10]. Global [DHS16, MAG+11, Mul14]. global.oup.com
[How15a]. Globally [GPZ14]. Glotaran [SLS+12]. GLUMIP [KCM08].
GMCM [BER+16]. gsnl [SD17]. gMWT [FO15]. GoKernel [Pav15].
Gold [Ngu07]. Gompertz [Das06, MNA+97]. Goodness
[LT16, Mar0, MVS13, Pva14]. Goodness-of-Fit
[Mt05, MVS13, Pva15, LT16]. GPa [MRC15]. GPGPU [SM12]. GPS
Graeme [Han15]. Grain [MBGK18, Hj12]. Gram [HMR+13]. gramEvol
[NDLS16]. Grammar [Cox07]. Grammatical [NDLS16]. Graph
[Cul11, LCD18, MIH08, SL18]. Graph-Based [Cul11]. gRapHD [AEL10].
Graphical [AEL10, AB12, CCH15, CDD09, DH05, Dtn99, Fox05b, HL09,
Hj12, KMC+12, LL10, LSM+19, Mar06a, RKF12, SIRC16,
SBMG06, SLS+12, TMW18, VML12, WLT+18, Ze15]. Graphics
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[ASB11, FS10b, Kha16b, KN03, Mon06, Pet97a, Zei04, dL08, dL08]. MATS
[KT10]. Maximum
[BM12, Mon06, PP17, SF16]. Mean-Covariance [PP17]. Means
[BLM +15]. medex [SLMV17]. Mediation
[SLMV17, TYH +14, TYH +14]. Medical
[Hi09b, JS13, NRG +17, Spa06]. Meet
[HM11]. mefa [Se09]. Meißner [Iac15]. Membership
[SP14]. Memetic
[BB16]. Menu [BP12]. merDeriv [WM18]. Meta
[BER +16, Bur12, CO16, GR18b, GV12, KR09, LZHC17, LCS14, MF15, Ver18, Vie10, WF12, How16a]. Meta-Analyses [Vie10]. Meta-Analysis
[BER +16, Bur12, CO16, GR18b, GV12, KR09, LZHC17, LCS14, MF15, Ver18, How16a]. Meta-Statistics [WF12]. meta4diag [GR18b]. Metabolic
[RGD12]. Method
[ABW13, CC08, Chao10, Das06, Dem11, FR15, HSH07, HL09, Kur14, LZL +05, MT98, NMB15, Pen08a, SMS13, Yua07, MT00]. Methodologists
[WDT +12]. Methodology [GR16b, HNCI18, AFJZ11]. Methods
[ADH11, BMR14, BP15, Boy05, Chr11, CKO11, DMB18, Den16, Der10, DKMT11, Doa11, DG11, FR07, FS10b, Gon14, GRS12, Had10, HH14, Ham10, How15a, Iac17, JvdBP07, KSHZ04, Kha18b, KAK05, KG17, KR10a, Len09b, Luc11, Nas14, Nor17, NO11, OCRC14, Pel11, Ros17, Scr01, Sim07, Str04, Su07, US10, Wec10, Xie13, dL06, dL09c, dLM09a, dLHM09, Har08]. Metric
[OH11]. mi [SGHY11]. MICE
[RW11, vBG011]. Michael
[Hel15]. Michel
[Pos15]. Micro
[TKM15]. Micro-Data [TKM15]. Microarray
[CYK +09, FO15]. Microarrays [EC16]. Microdata [Kav15]. micromap
[PMW +15]. Micromaps [PMW +15]. micromapST [PPC15]. Microscopy
[LMB +07]. Microsimulation [Gle16]. Microsoft
[KR09]. MIDAS
[SH09]. midasr [GKZ16]. Million
[Mur06]. mimic [He04]. Minimal
[Cha03]. Minimum
[FS13, LSPvdL17]. Minimum-Size
[FS13]. Mining
[But15, Fay18, FM08, Fuj17, HGH05, Lal16, Mai08, Ros09, TFH12, Wic10, Iac15, Xun06]. Minitab
[GL14]. MinPROMEP
[Cha03]. mipfp [BS18]. MIRT
[She10, Cha12]. Mises
[HG14, XGY06]. Missing
[CBDM07, CH15, Dem18a, HKB11, JJJ14, JH16]. missMDA
[JH16]. MissMech
[JJJ14]. MitISEM
[BGH +17]. Mix
[SH17]. mixAK
[KK14]. Mixed
[BMBW15, CGK11, CA17, CLL17, FS13, FM18, GHR18, Ger14, GKZ16, GKZ12, Had10, HH14, HN13, HSG12, JP16, Ko16, KS10, 2016].
KBC17, LSC09, Lec14, LG11, MF15, NW04, PLPL17, Sch11, TV11, VDT14, WM18, Wee10, ZLC18, Hed99, Chr09. **Mixed-Effects** [BMBW15, HN13, Kol16, Lec14, Hed99]. **Mixed-Format** [Wec10]. **Mixed-Level** [FS13, LSC09]. **Mixed-Type** [FM18]. **mixexp** [LW16]. **MixMAP** [MF15]. **Mixmod** [LIL+15]. **MIXNO** [Hed99]. **MIXREGLS** [HN13, Lec14]. **MixSim** [MCM12]. **mixsmsn** [PCL13]. **mixtools** [BCHY09]. **Mixture** [AHvD09, BCHY09, BSVT12, BER+16, BMGT15, FSLZ12, HI19, HS18, KG17, IW16, LM18, Lei04, LHA+15, MCCCV05, PCL13, Sav16, Su07]. **Mixtures** [Can17, GL08, HG14, LM13, MNA+97, PMM18]. **MLDS** [KM08]. **MLGA** [Jur15]. **mlirt** [Fox07]. **MLwiN** [LC13, ZPC+16]. **MM** [AH12]. **mmeta** [LCSC14]. **mnlogit** [HWM16]. **MMN** [NO11]. **MNP** [IV05]. **Mode** [Men13, MD18]. **Model** [AEL10, AMYR16, AWBM18, BdU418, Bar96, BBG12, BIG17, BK15, Bro15, CdM10, CN18, Den16, DM18, DBBD07, FR07, GRS12, HD10, HMS16, HZW10, HSG12, HWY18, Jai19, LIL+15, Lei13, LC10, MRC15, Mar06a, MH05, MMRP11, Mel16, MGH18, NW04, PKZ+12, PT11, San07, Sch11, SR18, She08b, TMW18, WB08, ZC10, ZF15, dS11, IV05, SFHT11, Gum07]. **Model-Based** [AWBM18, BBG12, BIG17, Bro15, LIL+15, Mel16, SR18, FR07, Gum07]. **Modeler** [Woo16]. **Modeling** [AB12, BG18, BS15, BSVT12, BS13, Car13, CYK+09, Der10, DOV17, FR15, Fox07, FEvdL07, GF15, Gra16, Grö15b, HD12, He16b, How15a, How15b, HS18, Jac16, JHQ+11, JGM18, Kha15b, KCCG11, KP07, KY10, KSPR16, KMM+17, Kuk09, LC13, Lee13, LRN18a, MH07, MF15, ML12, MySV07b, PP17, PR07, PRS18, Ri16, Ros12, SH07, Sel11, SKS15, SCL+18, SYC08, SF16, Tri03, VPCS14, VM18, VP18, YFK+15, Ziv11, SCD07]. **Modelling** [Har10, HC05, Hej04, LR15a, Mur15, PHF10, Riz10, SP10]. **Models** [ASB11, AB17, ALV07, AMMRP14, ABC19, Ar19, AMW14, BTMB13, BR07, BP17, BMBW15, Bel11b, BCHY09, BER+16, BVE+15, Bon18, Bos11, BKL05, BMGT15, Bir17, Bur12, Cal06, CdM10, Can04a, CG15, CP11, CP12, CKY14, Chr09, CGC14, CLL17, DBZ+11, DP12, Den16, DH05, DLC06, Dun99, Ely14, FDB12, Fie12, FBC07, FBG15, Fir05, FC11, Fod03, Fox03, FH09, FW18, FBF14, FSLZ12, FHT10, Fri06, Gan15, GHR18, Gas11, GRK+16, Ger14, GF15, GZ16, GLC+15, GR18a, GÖm15, Gon14, Gra07, GT10, GH11, Gu14, Had10, HH14, HWM16, HYX12, Heli16b, HH19, Hoh18, HL07, HRX16, HBB+08c, ICL16, IM05, JvdBP07, Jac11, JLZJ05, JFDIB15, JP16, Joh07, JSM+09, Jon07, KMC+12, KN05, KL14, Kha17a, KAK05, KR10a, Kol16, KV13, KMG+13, KH08]. **Models** [KSP15, Kuh08, KBC17, LS02a, LCD18, Lei04, LFF17, LG11, LHA+15, LH14, LP17, Lum96, Mai06, MH07, MP18, McI16, MSCCV05, Men11, MR18, MP12, Mil17, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MHD17, MHP08, MHD12, MRL12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OC15, PPGD15, Pen03, PA11, Pet97b, PV14, Pet10, PP11, Pfa08, Pir10, PLPL17, Put11, Rec10b, Riz16, RMG12, SF18, San07, San11, Sar16, SD17, SP14, Sch11, SL18, She08a, She10,
25

Sek11, Som98, Som01, TDRD15, TD07, TF09, Tri03, VW13, WCHB11, Zei16, dl05a, vdHvB16, vBGO11, Kha16c, Kha17b, Mül16, Ros17. **multivator** [Han12]. **Multiway** [Kro16, Lei10]. **Munzert** [lac15]. **MXM** [LAF+17]. My [Kro16, Tak16].

**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].


**nacopula** [HM11]. Nash [CI17]. Nathan [How15a]. Native [Wei12].

Object-Oriented
[ATF10, BM97b, Kle16, PR07, SHR96, TF09, Zei06, Udi00].
Objective
[HWY18, Kao09, MLMK12, VG09].
Objects
[CP11].
Observation
[DS15, OH11].
Observation-Driven
[DS15].
Observations
[TGJ17, VV16].
Observed
[Alb16, KNI16].
Observed-Score
[Alb16].
Occupancy
[MBGK18].
Occurrence
[FC11, GVM16].
Odds
[FH09, Wan13a, ofw (CC08)].
Ogive
[She08a].
Ohri
[Mat15].
OLAT
[ZUL14].
Oncology
[ASBMB17, WS11].
One
[BH07, BH08a, BH08b, Pat16].
One-Dimensional
[Pat16].
One-sample
[BH07].
One-Sided
[BH08a, BH07].
OneArmPhaseTwoStudy
[KWE+17].
Ones
[Mat16c].
Online
[Din06, KMG+13, Zha14].
Open
[DKMT11, PQM11].
Opening
[SGHY11].
Operating
[GG16, LW03].
Opportunities
[Wei05].
OptGS
[Was15].
optim
[Var14].
Optimal
[CI17, GZP14, HZSW10, HWY18, Kao09, LRRÁCSGS14, MdL10, MvB14, TBS14, Was15, dLM09a, Grö11].
OptimalCutpoints
[LRRÁCSGS14].
Optimization
[ACW12, Bar14, BDKL17, Bra14, GT10, KM14, KR13, MS11, MAG+11, Mul14, NV11, Nas14, RGD12, Rui16, Sek11, Var14, dLHM09].
Optimizations
[MBK18].
Optimized
[Scu17].
Optimizing
[VG09].
Optimum
[PJSPC17].
optimx
[NV11].
Orange
[SD13].
Orbits
[HD16].
Order
[HHB08a, KH13].
Order-Restricted
[KH13].
Ordered
[MIM12, SBL04].
Ordinal
[AD15, Arc10, BP12, CGC11, GSD12, Hel16b, LX12, MH05].
OrdNor
[AD15].
Organizing
[WK18, WB07].
Orientation
[Mur03].
Oriented
[ATF10, BM97b, Kle16, PR07, SHR96, TF09, Udi00, Zei06].
Orientlib
[Mur03].
Origins
[Gow16].
Orthogonal
[ADN15, BdMM15, Chat03, FS13].
Oscars
[Unw12].
osDesign
[HSL11].
Other
[BGM06, Dem11, HR14, HM16, RG07].
Outcomes
[KMM+17, RSW15, TM15].
Outlier
[Law08, McB06].
Outliers
[PRS18].
Outline
[BPGC14].
Output
[Han05, Lei13, Smi07].
Outputs
[MRC15, Pap16].
Overdispersed
[KM16, MHD17, SF16].
Owen
[Pat00].
Ox
[Bos11, HB17, Pel11].
Ox/SsfPack
[Pel11].
Oxford
[Han15, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a].

P
[Gle16, Grö16, Gro08, Han15, Hel15, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a, Kha15b, Mat15, Mat16a, Nun15,Pos15, Rus15, Cam12].
P-Splines
[Cam12].

p3state.msm
[MMRP11].
PaCAL
[KJ14].
Package
[ADH11, AEL10, AH08, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, Alb16, ACG13, ATF10, AT13, ASB11, AH12, AD15, ABW13, AWBM18, ASBMB17, Arc10, AHvD09, ABC19, AMW14, AM14, BG18, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BdUÁ18, Bar14, BFRP13, BS18, BPP17, BGH+17, BE13, Bat15, BRC+15, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHY09, BDKL17, BKT14, BBG12, BMB16, BIG17, BSVT12, BK17, BdMM15, BmVs+07, BVE+15, BN10, Bon18, BddM11, BpP09, BD03, BD18, BCAB07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BPDD08, BKvT+14, BEHB17, Búr17, Bur12, Bát08a, CDM10, CSNF18, Cam12, Cam17, CC08, CB17, CN18,
CFHBK11, CAA15, Cer17, Cha12, CQZ+10, CGBN14, CKLS12, CC11, CA17, CKY14, CGC11, CGC14, CFSR15, CFT11, CHML17, CO16, CM08, CF08, CL13, CGS09, CJMO6, CI17, DMB18, DLN17, DBZ+11, DC05, DMD15. **Package** [Den16, DH05, DW17, DM18, DBBD07, DK18, DD07, DOV17, DPSH18, DS15, DGJ+18, DGP08, EE07, EBO+13, Esm14, FS10a, FBdIF12, FT11, FDB12, Fer11, FGD16, FH10, Fie12, FBC07, FO15, FC11, Fox07, FEvdL07, FH09, FC12, FM08, FSLZ12, FKP17, FGEM12, FS10b, Gr16a, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GCC+15, GRK+16, Ger14, GP12, GG16, GKS16, Gil15, GKD14, Gio09, GGK10, GLC+15, GKSU15, GCA12, GSF14, GDMB08, GFC12, GU07, Gos11, Gra15, Gro07, GT10, GvdMW09, GW18, Gröö6, Gröö10b, Gröö14, Gröö15, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPdW15, HBB08a, HX13, HHY06, HH14, HNC18, HD18, HSL11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HW16, HD12, HR08, HXY12, HM18, HP09, HH19, HH07b, HM11, HMS16, Hoh18, Hoj04]. **Package** [HL07, Hoj12, HMR+13, HG14, HvdWZ08, HPK18, HSG12, HGS08, HBB+08c, HGH13, HK08, HWY18, IP08, IM17, IoG10, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, JvdBP07, Jac11, JPM19, Jel19, JM15, JJJ14, JP16, JGM18, JD15, Jon07, JH16, KMC+12, KSZH04, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, KNI16, Kie16, KN03, KG17, KR10a, KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSZ16, KPSh15, KJ14, KV13, KT16, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, KR10b, KBC17, LAF+17, LRG12, LH08, LL15, Lee13, LM13, LM18, Lec18, LR18a, Lei10, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len16, LBW18, LM14, LFF17, LHZC17, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LZ15, LHA+15, LRR+CS14, dUJ13, LSvdVK09, LX12, LSCS14, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MHI16, MH07, MdL10, Mar06a, MH15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, MPM14, MYK70, MZ08, MS11]. **Package** [MCM12, Mel16, MJGM10, Meu13, MW07, MHH17, MV13, MW12, MR05, ML11, Mtv17, MR17, MdU10, MN14, MvS07b, MAG+11, Mur03, Mur09, MG09, NR16, Nag18, NG07, NMB15, ND12, NGB12, NOT08, NO11, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OR14, OCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, Pac07, PP015, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PMW+15, PSS+17, PG15, PP18, Pet10, Pfs08, PO13, PU13, PT07, PT09, PT11, PLPL17, PMM18, dREP12, RT14, RBB18, RC17, RJH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, RMG12, Ros15, Ros12, RSW15, S18, SBL+10, SFS12, Sar16, SD17, SIR+15, SZ11, SED14, SMM+15, Sch16, SIR16, Scr13, SR18, Scr10, Scr17, SVMMRP17, She08b, Sho13, SS19, SKS15, Sim07, Sni07, SYC08, SLS+12]. **Package** [SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Sö09, Som12, Spe13, SLMV17, SM07, SLG05, SSV14, TP11,TKM17, TM15, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TR17, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, Thi14, TFR16, TK17, TYH+14, TH08, Tou15, TGJ17, TF12, UNBK17, ÜKD09, ÜS10, USHH18, WW13, VG09, VP14, Ver18, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16, VKM18, VdL09, Vln17, VYD+12, VS10, WGLS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13b, WHL+18, Was15, Wee07, WF12, Wkl08, WDM+11, Wei14, WM14, Vic07, WCHB11, Vie04, WMR16, XMW10, XWHL15, Xie13, Yan07, YEL18, YFK+15, Yee10, YSH15, You10,
Yua07, ZA17, ZG11, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, Zha07, ZWH17, ZP13, ZD17, dSJdSF14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dSdSCLC18, dWFP11, vE17, vdWG11, Ed104, HS18, LM03, Sek11, SAR11, ZLHK02, GR17b. Packages [Alm10, BdMM08, DH15, GASA15, HL09, KMTS14, MNT17, RGD12, SHFB17, TD07]. Pages [Ver12]. Paired [HD12]. Pairwise [SBMG06]. Palaeoecology [Sim07].


Pet97b, Sch06, Som98, XGY06, Hed99, Lum98. Programming
[BVE+15, Project [NRG+17, BFH+14]. Projected [BMR14]. Projection
[Lee18, LZ15]. Projections
[Coo97, HCW12, LM14, SAR11, SR16, WCHB11]. Propensity
R [BGRR15, Bow10, DN17, Dow16, Fay18, GL14, GR17b, GR18a, Gou05, Grö13, Grö15a, Gro18c, Hel17, Hel18, Hui15b, Hof15, Iac15, Kha17a, KP07, Lal17, Lan17, Lor18, Mat13, McN14, Mor18, MvS07a, Müll16, Otn17, SL09, San07, San09, San10a, Sar09, VM09a, dL05a, dLM07, ADH11, AEL10, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, Aiz12, Alb16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, Alm10, AD15, AB17, AWBM18, ASBMB17, ADN15, Arc10, AHvD09, ABC19, AMW14, AB12, AM14, BM07, BG18, BL14, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BR07, BS15, Bar14, BFRP13, BS18, BPP17, BP12, BHS+17, Bat15, BRC+15, BLY18, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHY09, BDKL17, BKT14, BBG12, BB12, BMB16, BIG17, BSVT12, BK17, BDM15, BVs+17, BLM+15, BVE+15, BN10, Bon18, BPCG14, BDdM11, BBP09]. R
[BD18, BCAB07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BPDD08, BKvT+14, BMGT15, BEHB17, Bür17, Bur12, But05, But08a, CF14, CDm10, CSNF18, Cam12.
Can17, CC08, CG15, Car13, CB17, CP11, CFH/BK11, CAA15, Cer17, Cha12, CQZ+10, CGBN14, Che10, C/KSL12, CP12, CC1, CA17, C/KY14, CGC11, CMS+11, CS12, CGC14, C/L17, C/FSR15, CHML17, CNZ10, CO16, CM08, CF08, CGS09, C/JM06, Cull11, CI17, DMB18, DC09, DLN17, D/HM11, DB13, DBZ+11, DC05, MDMA, Den16, DH05, D/LC06, D17, DM18, DK18, DOV17, DPSH18, Du07, D/HF15, DGP08, EN11, EF11, ESO16, E/07, E/10, FL09, FLDIF12, FHM08, Fel12, FT08, FDB12, Fer11, F/GD16, HFF17, F/C2, FC07, Fi03, Fi05, FO15, FC11, FM18, F/03, F05b, FHH0, FC12, FL16, FM08]. R [FBF14, FK17, FFP17, FG/EMI12, Fuj17, FS10b, GRMS11, GRD13, GD12, Gan15, Gas11, GC+15, GASA15, GRK+16, GP12, GG16, GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, G/i09, G/GK10, GLC+15, GCA12, GFS14, GDB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, Gra16, GvdMW09, GVM16, GW18, Gr06, Gr010b, Gr014, Gr018b, GvdL12, GZP14, GZ09, GH11, G/KE12, Gu14, Gub07, GV12, Had10, HPW1L15, HHB08a, HD10, HBF17, HHY06, HH14, HD18, HSL11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HW07, Han07a, Han07b, Har10, HWM16, HD12, HXY12, HM18, HP09, HH19, HH07b, Hla16b, HM11, HM16, H/L09, Hof11, H/S16, Hoh18, Hjo04, HL07, Hjo12, HMR+13, HG14, HS18, HSG12, H/G08, HK08, HWY18, IP08, IV05, ILS11, IC16, JvdBP07, Jac11, Jac16, JPM19, Ja19, JM15, JJJ14]. R [JHQ+11, JP16, JGM18, JD15, Joh07, JS05, Jon07, KHLF+10, K/M+12, KSHZ04, KMH06, KN05, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, KS14, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, KN16, KSS+07, Kie16, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR10a, KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KV13, KMT/S14, KT16, Kra07, KSP15, Kui08, KR13, Kuo03, LPLF14, LT16, LAF+17, Lam12, LH12, LRGTA12, LL10, LW16, LJH08, LIL+15, Lee13, LM13, LM18, Lee18, L/RN18a, Lei10, Lei13, Lei04, LHS08, LPSvdl17, Len09b, Len16, LQC+12, LBW18, LM14, LFF17, LM03, L/ZC17, LR15a, LLS15, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LR15b, LHN18b, LRRACSGS14, d/UJ13, LH14, LX12, LCSC14, Lup09, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MHJS16, MH07, MdL10, MM/15, M/AR06, M/PL15, MH15, MB15, MBGK18, M/QP11, MV17}. R [MF15, MCA19, MP14, M/P14, MYK07, MZ08, MS11, MCM12, Ml16, MJG10, Mnt13, MW13, MW09, M/H17, MVS13, MNT17, MP12, MP06, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, M/HD10, MD/UAC10, MN14, M/10, M/S07b, MAG+11, Mul14, M/13, MRL12, Mur03, Mur09, MG09, NK06, NR16, Nag18, Nar05, NV11, Nas14, NG07, ND12, NGBK12, NL12, Nd/SL16, NRD16, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OCR1C4, OL17, Oon13, OK14, PLZ+15, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PSS+17, Pbc12, PG15, Pen03, Pen08b, PJSPC17, PKZ+12, PP18, Pet10, PP11, PR07, Pfa08, Ph10, PU13, PK08, Pir10, PC11, PTO7, PT09, PLLC11, PLR+16, PLPL17, P/M18, d/REP12, RS07, Rec10b, RBB18, RC17, RG07, RJJ14, RS05, RBHB15, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RFK12, RR11]. R [RMG12, Ros15, Ros12, RGD12, d/SWAL17, Rf09, SF18, SSH16, SFS12, S/16, SD17, SH17, SP14, SV16, SE18, SI14, S/Z11, Sch11, SME709, Sch16, SIRC16, Sc13, SR18, Scu10, Scu17, Sek11, SVMMRP17, SAR11, SBMG06, Sho13, SS19, SHFB17,
GL14, GR16b, GR17a, GR17b, GR18a, Gou05, Gou10, GvdV16, Grö10a, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö17, Grö18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gum07, Ham10, Han15, Har08, Hel15, Hel16a, Hel16b, Hel17, Hel18, Hil06, Hil07, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10b, Hil10a, Hil15a, Hil15b, Ho15, How11, How15a, How15b, How16a, How16b, [Iac15, Iac17, JS13, Kar06, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16a, Kha16b, Kha16c, Kha17a, Kha17b, Kha18a, Kha18b, Kha18c].

Review [Kil16, KN17, Kuk09, Lal16, Lal17, Lan17, Len09a, Leo10, Lor17, Lor18, Mac12, Mai06, Mai07, Mai09a, Mai09b, Mai08, Mai09c, Mai09, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16b, Mat16a, McN14, MT14, Mor18, Mü16, Mun14, Mur05, Mur06, Num15, Otn17, Pav16, Pie05, Pos15, Ros09, Ros08, Ros17, Rui16, Rus15, Sab07, SL09, San06, San07, San09, San10b, San10a, San11, SCD07, Sar09, Sch08, She11, Soe10, Spa06, Sto12, Str10, Unw09, VM09b, VM09a, VM10, Web16, Wic08b, Wic08a, Wic10, WG10, Wil14a, Wil09, Wil14b, Xo06, Ya07, Yal10, Zei15, Zei16, Zho10, dL05b, dL05c, dL05a, dL06, dL07, dL08, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, dL12].


S [BLR97, How16b, dL05a, BH07, BH08a, BH08b, But05, Can04b, Con03, HC05, Kno03, SP05, WKL08, Wie04, ZG11, Ziv11, Fox05a, SCD07]. S-PLUS [dL05a, But05, Can04b, Con03, HC05, Kno03, SP05, ZG11, Wie04, SCD07, Fox05a]. S3 [ZG05]. S4 [KSHZ04, KR10a, RK14]. SAEM [LL17]. Safety [WEH11]. Salesperson [HH07a]. Sampaio [How15b]. Sample [BH08a, BH08b, Hüs06, KAK05, LQC12, MVS13, MLAN02, PLRC10, TH08, WMR16, XGY06, BH07]. Sampled [MGG04]. Sampler [MHJS16, VHM07]. SamplerCompare [Tho11]. Samples [M16, Lum04].
Kas16, Kha17a, KT10, LFF17, Lor18, MGG+04, MCAP19, MYK07, MV14, Pen08a, SSH16, San10b, San11, SCDO7, VdL09, Ya07, ZG05. Server [dL97].
[ECK04, EC06, JPM19, MMB15]. **STAMP** [Men11]. stampr [LRN18b].

Stan [Bür17, CGH⁺17]. **Standard** [BK11, Gon14, MW10, Mil17, SM12, WM18]. **Standardized** [Kel07].

Standards [Ngu07, WST11]. **STARS** [PV14]. **Start** [SH17]. STAT [dL05d, BM96, Fir00, Jos05, Lum96, Lum98, Nar05, Scr01, Tie05, VMU05].

Stata [KN17, Yaf07, CL13, DG11, FHH17, HX13, Kon13, KSPR16, LC13, Lec14, RW11, VGD⁺18, Lai17]. **StatCrunch** [WWH04]. **State** [ASB11, AMMRP14, CP11, DLC06, Doa11, DG11, GRMS11, GR16a, Góm15, Jac11, KSP15, Luc11, Men11, Mur15, Pel11, PA11, PP11, PCC15, Put11, SME⁺09, Sel11, SBMD14, Van11, VP18, Yuc11, Ziv11, dWFP11].

State-Space [Mur15]. Stationary [CN13, EN11, VV16]. **STATISTICA** [FS12].

Statistical [Ach09, ATF10, AJ11, AGM07, Bai04, Ban99, But09, CKO11, Dem18b, FBdlF12, FDGD16, FL16, Gen06, GL14, Góm15, Gon14, Grö15a, Har08, Hil06, Hil15a, HKL09, JvdBP07, KNI16, KMM⁺17, Lei13, LSM⁺19, Mai09a, Mat16c, Mil04, MBK18, MG09, NO11, OHD17, PPGD15, Pan18, PQM11, Pen08b, Per03, PV14, RFK12, Ros17, SL09, SF18, SCL⁺18, Str04, TP11, TKM15, TWK03, VPCS14, VS14, Wei05, WO97, Wie08a, Wil09, Xie13, Zha14, dL06, Chr11, Dem11, Hel17, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha18c, Lal16, Lal17, Mai09b, Num15, Spa06, dL09c]. Statistically [LAF⁺17].

Statisticians [dL08]. Statistics [Ba04, Ber09, CCD09, Din06, Dry09, Edd09c, Fox05b, Han15, Hil15b, JS13, JWHS16, Kha16b, Kha17, Kil16, MB15, New05, PBR15, Ruf09, Sab07, SLGB14, VM09b, Web16, WF12, WG10, YFK⁺15, Ylv16, Zie16, dL97, Hel15, Gou05, Hel15, Hil07, Kha16a, Mur05, Sar09, Web16, dL07]. **StatLSSVM** [DSB13]. **statnet** [GHH⁺08, HHB⁺08b, HGH13]. **STEM** [FF14]. **Step** [MT14, Som12]. **Step-Down** [Som12]. **Step-Up** [Som12]. stgenreg [CL13].


strucchange [ZLHK02]. Strucplot [MZ06]. structure [SH14].

Structural [BKLO5, DOV17, MR18, ML12, Obe14, PT09, PRS18, Ros12, UNBK17, WH08, ZLHK02]. **Structure** [Gos14, JFD15, Mai08, Scu17].

Structured [LGF⁺18, SH14, UAK⁺15, Jon07]. Student [Mat13, AHvD09]. **Student-** [AHvD09]. **Studentized** [Kla18]. **Students** [GL14]. Studies [ADH11, BPB09, CBDM07, GR18b, HSL11, JWHS16, KWE⁺17, LT16, MF15, MLAN02, NAA17, PC11, SED14, SvdLN17, Wan13a, ZFZ10, SL09, Unw09]. Study [ABS01, HM16, LVK⁺11, MCM12, Som12, Coo09]. **Studying** [PG15].

**Stuttgart** [BB12]. **Style** [dL12]. Subject [MvB14]. **Subset** [MZ08, Tri03, Day01]. **Subsets** [Day01, LAF⁺17, Wol15]. **Subspace** [ZWH17]. **Sufficient** [AR14, CFT11]. **Suffix** [GR16a]. **Suite** [Alm10, LH14].

Sums [FDGD16]. Sunflower [DP03]. **Super** [WB07]. **Super-organizing** [WB07]. **Supervised** [BD18, Cui11, LIL⁺15]. **Support** [HP09, KMH06].
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